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INTRODUCTION

The eight multi-media units of which Comparing Population Change

in Societies is a part are desianed to help the teacher introduce popu-

lation concepts into the sdhool curriculum. TO assist the teacher in

this task an "infusion" approadh is used, (i.e., the units are introduced

into the curriculum in conjunction with a related regular topic in the

sdhool-adopted program). The sdhool-adopted program, in

is American History, and an attempt is made to correlate

with population topics. The chart on the following pace

exact correlations for all eight units. Although points

suggested, it is expected that the teadher will make his

ment as to when is the most propitious time to introduce

population episode. Certainly, depending on hew the

his course, he may change the sequence of topics, or

trate and spend time on only a few episodes. Thus,

spend more than a week on the dhosen

extended activities.

this instance,

history topics

shows the

of entry are

cwn judge -

each unit or

teacher organizes

decide to conden-

he may decide to

topic ,nd engage the clas in

There are two basic assumptions that underlie this series: (1) Since

everyone is a population actor, (i.e., decisions are made everyday on

such issues as where to buy a new home, how large a family to have, where

to go on a vacation, or how to lo.te on a local zoning ordinance), we all

need to understand population phenomena, and, (2) Since we consider popu-

lation education to be a rational rather than an emotional process, we

stress that population concepts are best taught in an inquiry framework

where the causes and consequences of population changes are understood
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and where alternatives are offered and the reasons or °rounds for

holdinc them are carefully presented and examined. 'therefore, we

have oansistently rejected the use of propaganua or indoctrination

in teachina and learning population matters.

More specifically, the Proaram aims at having students participate

in the process of inc uiry into the nature of humaY, populations and

the natural and human consequences of demographic charae. Our main

goal is to help the teacher and the students make rational decision,

about population matters as mambers of their family and local com-

munity, as well as national and world communities, utilizina appro-

priate information sources and inquiry skills.
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RESOUPCE MATERIAL DEVFLOPMENT
POPULATION DYNAMICS IN EIGHT GRADE AMERICAN HIST07/

HISTORY TOPICS POPULATION TOPICS

I. European Exploration of
the New World

II. European Colonization
of the New World

III. The Late Cbloniai
Period

IV. Union Under the
COnstitution

V. Westward Movement,
Civil War and
Peconstruction

VI. The Rise of the Cities
and Industrialization

VII. America Becores a
World Power

VIII. United States and
World Affairs

Early Stages of, the Demographic
Transition; Components of Popu-
lation Change

Population distribution and Set-.

tlement patterns; population
characteristics of settlers.

Comparisons of factors affecting
population size between the En-
glish and the colonists; effects
of high birth rates on population
growth in the colonies.

Taking a population census under
Article I; oorparisons made
bet aeen the census of 1790 and
1970.

The Changing Regional Balance of
the Population; black migration
frar. the south; westward migration

Rural/urban differentials in the
population; industrialization and
the urbanization of America.

Immigration as a Cbmponent of
Population Change

The United States in the third
stage of' the dernocrraphic transi-

tion; the infusion of tedhnology
into developing countries and its
effect on population growth.
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OPCANIZATION OF THE UNIT

Each unit is divided into two sections -- a teacher manual ONO

and a student manual (SM). The teacher manual includes the following:

Evaluation: This is an evaluation form which the teacher can use to

measure the student's progress in learning about popu-

lation matters and issues. The same instrument may be

used before and following instruction as pretests and

posttests. It is expected that the results of the tests

will be used by the teadher to improve instruction.

(See separate test booklet).

Goal: This is a statement of what the unit seeks to acc 1plish

in a Lroad sense.

Objectives: These are specific statements expressed in behavioral

terms as to what the unit and its component parts seek

to achieve. The Objectives, stated in terms of student

behaviors, include both population content and inquiry

process statements.

Hypotheses: These are potential statements of- relationships which seek

to explain population phenomena (e.g., relationships anung

population components -- mortality, fertility, migration --

or relationships between changes in population and dhanges

in the socio-political world). %Mile these hypotheses may

serve as a broad framework for the pattern of questions

and the classroom discussion they are not intended to lc

used in their present form. As part of the program they

are intended primarily for baader use. Students should

7
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be encouraged t7) exercise their own judgement about the

material and should generate their own hypotheses or

aeneralizations, using their own words and expressions.

One important thing to remember here is that forming a

hypothesis is the beainnina, not the end, of inquiring

into population matters.

Back9round
Information: Here the unit provides additional information to the

teacher; (i.e., beyond what is available in the student

manual). This section would be very important if the

topic is complicated or quite new to the teadier and

tne class.

Materials
and Equip-
ment Needed: Student materials are organized around springboards. A

springboard is a motivating and thought-provokina material

which is used to open up discussion on a topic. Spring-

boards can be produced in several forms including documents,

pons, newspaper articles, artifacts, music, or audio-

visuals. All the materials furnished in the student

packet are normally listed here, as well as other resources

and eguipment required for a class session.

Procedures: This section prow? des instructions as to haw the materials

can be used. This section also includes a list of "What

will You Find Out?" and "What Do You Think?" questions

that should be used in class. As was the case with the

hypotheses, h000ver, these questionS\should not be thought

of as absolutes. Questions should be modified or new



L:liestions should be added, if necessary, but these

changes should be kept to a minimum.

The stu,lent manual includes all the springboards which are pre

gated for cl,,sronm use. These materials are the colored pages in

manual, in most cases should be made available in multiple

Eacl, student is expected to have one complete set. In other

cases, especially when audio-visuals are used, ther- is only one set

for the entire class.

Sacli student sprindboard is marked according to the unit it belongs

to. (1), exam7te, :71.-1V-1 means that the springboard is part of Unit IV

and that is desloned for Day 1. Each unit is divided into five-day

seonent, normally one class period a day. This does not mean that the

teacher may not L.1(._ the materials for extended periods of time. Rather

than thinkinT, of a taxed five-day framework, the teacher should think of

a flexible use of materials which is in line with the overall instruc-

tional. objectives.

For the teacher who wants to get additional information and sug-

gestions on teaching population concepts through inquiry the following

references might be useful:

Massialas, Byron (1., and Jack Zevin, Creative Encounters in the

Classroom: Teaching and Learning throu Discovea, New York: John

Wiley & Sons, 1967. Provides examples on inquiry teadhina and learning

am! en exercise on classroom use of population dharts.

""assialas, Byron G., Nancy F. Sprague, and Joseph B. Hurst, Social

through Incinr7: Coping in an Age of Crises, Enalewood Cl if rs,
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New Jersey: Li-entice-Ball, inc., 1975. Practical examples for teachers

in dealin,j reflectively with social concerns in the classroom.

Nam, Charles B., ed., Ponulation and Society, Boston: Houghton

Mifflin, 1968. An antholocly dealing with substantive population topics.

()Dtinn: :tud ,;iiide to Population and the Afferican Future,

Washinnton, D. C.: Population Reference Bureau, 1973. Sungestions for

teachers for introducina population ideas in the classroom. Related to

the ()omission Report and film on "Population Growth and the American

Future."

Social Education, special issue cr "Population Education,"

Vul. No. 4 (April, 1972).

The study of population is not only important but it can be fun.

trust Lhat you will try to teach and learn population concepts in

this spirit and that our students will join us.

IU
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GOAL:

To examine how fertility, mortality and migration ton,Ahel: effect popu-
lation changes within a society.

OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will discover how population in the U. change,
by examining the rates of fertility, mortallty :And munition.

2. The student will use data an fertility, mortality and macration
to determine the extent of population dance during certain
tire intervals.

3. The student will e...mine how non-demographic factors (medical
tedhnology, natural .isasters, values and norms) affect popu-
lation growth by affecting one or more of the oamponents of
population change.

HYPCEIESES :

1. If the ccmbined numJikr of births and immigrants are greater than
the combined number of deaths and emigrants, then the population
of a country will increase.

2. If the number of births and immigrants are less than the number
of deaths and emigrants,then the population will decrease.

3. The relative importance of fertility, mortality and minratir)n
in effecting population dhanne may vary from country to country
and over time within a count/ T.

11Y1CKGROUNTD INFORMATION:

Today's lesson focuses on the components of population change --

miaration (immigration and emigration), fertility (birth rates), and

mortality (death rates). The changes in the population of any aunt

can be evaluated in terms of the interaction of these thr.2e cflmInnent:,.

The following equation serves as a model for calculating 'orulaLicn chann,

Population change = births deaths 1- immigration - emigration.

The populatioL of the United States is used as a case study in today's
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Page 'No

class session. The 'eacher should emphasize how population size would

be affected if any one of these omponents was increased or decreased

while the others remained stable (e. q., if the number of deaths de-

creased, the population would increase). This session could be suc-

cessfully team - taught with the math teacher.

mATERIALS NEEDED:

..Transparency showing Dionos data

..Class codes of springboard #1 (Riddle Worksheet)

PROCEDURc.S:

The teacher should begin this class session by asking the students

the following question: "How do populations dhange?" As the students

suggest ways in which populations change, the teacher should write them

on the blackborad. This activity should help the students arrive at

the nature of the corpcnents affecting population changes. Once the

list has been compiled the teacher should ask the students how these

oomponencs affect populations (i.e., will the population increase or

decrease if X occurs) . As the students tell whether the population

would he Increased or decreased, the teacher should place a "+" er a

beside thc word The difference between primary factor:- (migration,

Eertility, mortality) and seoendary factors (wars, disease, famine) shout'

be noted. "rom this discussion the formula to' lopolation dheneu be

derived.

Population change = births deaths , Emigration eiragratir,n

12
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Page Three

One device often used t--) illustrate this formula is to draw on the

board a container with two tubes leading into it and two tubes leading

out, as below:

Immigrants

Births AOr

The lcvel of the fluic-

of the population.

Ppl'ULNTION

in the

ara rants

ccnta'ner (population) determines the size

. The following r.idcie can be Cone with the entire class to help

the students becore familiar with the equatior, for nopulation dhancic

an -I with the wanipulation of data. A transparency is provide(' which

can re used to focus the work of tl-e. class. Me data are for a fictil-lott,

oountry, Dionos.

In Dionos one person is born !every 20 seconds; one person Wes cover
so.conds, one immiarants enters every one minute, and one emi-

grant leaves every three minutes. If Dionos had 1,000,000
people to begin with, how many people will there be 15 minutes
later? One hour later? Twenty-four hours later?

Solution:

During this 15 minute period:

45 people will be horn.
30 people willdie.
15 immigrants will enter Dionos.
5 emigrants will leave Dionos.

13
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Paine Foul.

Therefore,

Population growth = births - deaths immicrrants emigrants
= 45 - 30 + 15 - 5

= 25

This means, therefore, that there will be 1,000,025 people after 15
minutes. There will be 1,000,100 people an hour after startino time,
and there will be 1,002,400 people after twenty-four hours.

The students should be given time to work springboard #1 (Riddle

Worksheet) individually or in small groups of two to three persons.

These data are taken from the Bureau of the Census of the United Sttt--,.

Once tile students have completed the activity, the following questions

should serve as a framework for class discussion.

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

1. How does immigration and emigration affect the population?
What would happen if emigration was stopped?
Would this affect world relations? How?
U-tat would happen if migration quotas were opened to let

more people in?

2 Imagine that there WF '-eakthrough in medical teChnology,
which cut the death r. J_ the United States 1 t half. What
would happen to the population? (Students should be able to
say whether it would Increase or decrease the population) .

3. What kinds of things might reduce this populatibn growth?
(War, famine, plaques, emigration, lower birth rates, etc. ).

14
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* * TRANSPARENCY * *

Population Change in Diccos
(population = 1,000,000)

One person is born every 20 seconds
One person dies every 30 seconds
One immigrant moves into Dionos every 60 seconds
One emigrant leaves Dionos every 3 minutes (180 seconds)

1. ,How many people will be born in 15 minutes?

2. How many people will die in 15 minutes?

3. How many immigrants will enter Dionos in 15 minutes?

4. How many emigrants will leave Dionos in 15 minutes?

5. What is the population growth in a 15-minute period? iemember that
population growth is calculated this way:

births - deaths + immigrants - emigrants = Population
Growth

6. What is the total population of Dionos at 9:15 a.m.?

205,P00,000 people + population growth = new total

people +

7. How many people will be added to the population:

at 9:30 a.m.?

at 10:00 a.m.?

in 24 hours?

15
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TM-VCS 1 -2

GOAL:

To examine T-cw population change varies from country to country; and

to examine two aspects of change - population size and rates of

population change.

OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will discover how population changes in a deve-
loping country (Sri Lanka) by analyzing the rates of the
three corponents of population dhange within the country
fertility, mortality and migration.

2. rihe student will develop a conceptual understanding of the

berm "rate of population Change".

3. The student will examine the relationship between the size of
a population and its rate of population change.

4. The student will discover the difference between the "rate
of population Change" and "absolute population growth" of
a population.

HYPOTHESES:

1. If a country has a rapid rate of population Change, then
extensive economic and social adjustments may be made.

2. If a country has a rapid rate of population increase, the
people may be unprepared to cope with the sudden changes
necessitated by the increase (food production, Changes in
social norms).

3. A country may have a small rate of population change, but
substantial Change in its absolute population size.

4. A country may have a high rate of population Change, but
moderate change in its absolute population size.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

Today's class session reinforces the concept of population change

throuch an examination of the migration, fertility and mortality pat-

terns in Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon). In addition, the concepts of

17
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Paae

"absolute population change" and "rate of population chance" are intro-

duced. The students evaluate some of the basic problems resulting

from a rapid rate of change. "Rate of population change" refers

to the relative number of people added to a population, While "absolute

population change" refers to the actual number of people added.

Vhen compared to the population chancre of the United States, the

absolute population Change of Sri Lanka is quite small. The absolute

number of people added to the U. S. population every twenty-four hours

is more than six times as great as that of Sri Lanka. In spite of this,

Sri Lanka has a greater populatiOn problem than the United States. This

is due to the "rate of population change" in Sri Lanka. Eadi year Sri

Lanka increases its population by two to three percent (2-3%) While the

United States increases its population by about one percent (1.1%).

Today's session will help the students discover the significance of this

difference.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

..Class copies of springboard #1 (Sri Lanka Riddle)

Transparency of Sri Lanka Riddle
..Transparency oc rate of population dhange for U.S. and Sri Lankn

Class copies of springboard #2 (Sri Lanka: A Case Study)

Cassette recorder and tarp VIII-2 (Sri Lanka: A Case Study)

PROCEDURES:

I. Today's session should begin by having the students recall flan

the previous session the number of people that were added to the popu-

lation of the United States in a twenty-four hour period (3,744 people).

Each student should be given springboard #1 (Sri Lanka Riddle) to

18
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Page Three

calculate the population dhange in Sri Lanka in a twenty -four hour

period (692 people). Before solving the riddle, the students might

locate Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) on a world map. A transparency

of the Sri Lanka Riddle is provided to facilitate class discussion.

After working the riddle, the students should exnress their opinions on

whether the United States or Sri Lanka has the faster population growth.

The students may respond in two ways. If one responds in terms of

Absolute cambers, the U. S. population is growing faster than that

of Sri Lanka. If one responds in terms of the number of people added

compared to the number of people already in the country, Sri Lanka is

growing faster than the United States. The students should not be told

whidh response is best. This will be brouOlt out in class discussion.

The following activity should be done with the entire class to

determine the rate of population dhange for the United States and for

Sri Lanka. A transparency has been provided as a springboard for

class dis.cussion.

1. How many people will be added to the population of the U. S.
in one year? (365 days x population change for one day).

2. The annual "rate of population dhange" can be calculated
using the following formula:

No. of people added (or

Rate of Population = subtracted) each year

Change Tbtal Population

3. U. S. annual rate of change =

x 1,000

4. Sri Lanka annual rate of dhange =

Given the annual rate of population change for Sri Lanka, the population

will double every 27 years. The population of the United States will

double every 70 years.

19
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Page Four

WHAT DO YOU THINK?

1. Suppose by population growth we mean how fast the population
is increasing, that is, haw many people are added each year,
compared to how many there were at the beginning of the year.
Which country would you say has a "faster growing" popu-
lation? E lain your answer.

2. Which definition of "faster growing population" do you think
is more accurate -- the absolute number of people added or
the rate of population incLease? Why?

3. Which country probably has a bigger proiblem due to population
Change? Why?

4. What are some of the problems that Sri Lanka miaht have due
to its rate of population Change? How might same of these
problems be resolved?

III. After the students have briefly discussed some of the problems of

Sri Lanka, they should be given springboard #2 (Sri Lanka: A Case

Study). Cassette tape VIII-2 has a voice recording of the case study

made by a person from Sri Lanka. It should be played while the students

read the case study. Each student should work individually or in groups

on the questions presented on the springboard.

4,
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* k TRANSPARENCY * *

RATE OF POPULATION CHANGE

1. How many people will be added to the population of the United
States in one year? (365 days x population change for one day).

2. To determine the annual "rate of population Change" use this
formula:

Number of people added
Rate of Population

Change
(or subtracted) each year

x 1,000
Total Population

3. United States annual
rate of population Change

4. Sri Lanka annual rate
of population change

21
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Sri Lanka plecup

There is a tropical island in tne Indian Ocean oalle Sri Lanka. In

'ells country a person is born approximately every 90 secants, a perscn

dies every 5 minutes, an immigrant enters the country ever' f--,0 minut.:s

-ind an emigrant leaves the country every 360 minutes, (6 hours) . Ass,u7e

the pc7ulation of Sri Lanka was 12,800,000 people at 9:00

How rany people will there be after 6 hours? (i.e., at 3:00 in the

afternoon).

1. How many people will be born in 360 minutes? (6 hours).

2. How many people will die in 360 minutPs?

3. Haw many immigrants Nill enter Sri Lanka in 360 minutes?

4. How many emigrants will leave Sri Lanka in 360 minutes?

5. What is the population graqtn in a 360 minute period:
Remember -

Births - Deaths + Inn:Lc:rants - Ericrants = Population Growth

6. what is the to al population of Sri Lanka at 3:00 p.m.?

12,800,000 people + population growth = new total.

7. How many people were added tc the population in 6 hours?

8. How many people will be added to the populat;o: in 24 :-11.rs?

22



BEST COPY AVAILABLE

S'. LA:Y.',

(ach is a -_-_-reetirc: eaiinci "'Ia you 1Lv-e

o:re frcr a trio:-;.ical island in the Ind Lan Ccean na.--ed

as Cey1:-.)n). It is about r^iles o the t

and conscv::u.entil- ortr c.,.-.1t-:re is similar to that c'

over e cast 2C0) cred a c-alture
ear 01..71 . Cur national Sinha la, is s7oker cr_11. in cur _

-.T.tn J. our main tn is 13'ic-1-3hisri. Th 1-37..-ind IS onl': :--co tn

of Yest Virginia, but the .7.c-,-;ulaticn is CL'-.-St 13 -111,cr. ::e

7.-ainly sccieoy and the ter cealta incr_r.e. is

Sri Lanka toCzy is stru=51ing tc s'crvibe. The C' CC n -

countri is rlly iarze encuc-h to pr3viez the basic needs :ha

ec,r)le. The threat of fa-,-,ine arr.: starvation is real_ to as.

the 1 s scn if tar Sri_ Lanka Cal Ln.ol,rn-_lance, the

ur..iertoc....1 social -,,e1:aa-.a services to raise the

of iatr.s of our CCUr.-.7.ry. Ecaicar._on became free

one riaht throu--i,_ the uni':ersitv. Car?. ani dical

alsa eca free fL2 all cur citii_9rz. Each fa:-11-- 'oelci-

Lr.ccr-e leva.1 trrt--.e ireasar-e at rice (which is

.--.77,=ent_ also pa-s ::art of the cr-s.

cc to a ct:r4-_air. a-ount.

Sinca these activitIes ware

ftubia cn (721:- tin,: are no....

ate arab 'led, but not tnce as rru,..th to

a-unt of our go,-arrre.--:t sten,-;.'s x tresa. srvoas
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aunt it can invest in indu.;tr-..s. Sri Lanka aet L,s7

come by e::perting teas, rubber an.J. coconut prcducts. The ccrlisetitic:

to sell these prodicts in the world mariaet h increased. Thus, tro-

demands for our Products have decreased s_Lnce we are corpetin

other countries. The money 'le get frcr these exports is decral;ing

the price of food and other necessary =arts we must purchase is

Lncreasin7,7.

In the 7a3t the people of Sri Lanka hive en:cy,=d a standard of

livincl and education much hicher than in most Asian countries. :t

is beccrinq economically il7possible to maintain these standards. L-1-

meaate thoughtful acticn is essential to ward of the threat n-

famine and im-7roYe its econcry.

Sutpose You have been ask.ed to be a mer-ber of an adisor,- com-attee

in Sri Lanka to heir: with its problems. The informati.-h You have

:ust read is all the information you have received about the co..-..ntr:.

Fad it carefully and answer the f)ilcYaIoo cruestions:

1. :;hat do yol think is the nest immefiato Problem Sr_

Lanka today? T,.;117-2-

2. 2esqr a clan of acticn that help to elimina*--

reduce this

3. ',.:hat are sane lonc-ranr,e plans this c..-mmittee

r=,ct..11

1 Do you think that bc.pulation chan.re in Sr:._ Larka
more or less difficult for the cnuntry to onpe with sc:_al
and ecrnori chan-le?
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GOAL.:

To investigate some of the major causes and consequences of rapid popu-
lation growth in the developing countries.

OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will develop a conceptual understanding of the
terms "developing" and "developed" countries.

2. The student will examine how the infusion of medical tech-
nology into developing countries has drastically reduced
death rates without having an immediate effect on the birth
rates.

41

3. The student will compare the patterns of Ehe dectoprapluc
transition in developed and developing nations.

4. The student will speculate on the probable consequences of
rapid population growth in Mauritius and in the world in
general.

HYPOTHESES:

1. If death rates are reduced rapidly due to the introduction
of new technology and if birth rates are not Changed accordingly
then a rapid rate of population increase will result.

2. If a new technology directly and positively affects something
people value greatly (such as decreasing the number of deaths),
then they are likely to adopt it.

3. If a new technology dhanges a value which people respect
greatly (such is having a large family) , then they may he
reluctant to adopt it.

as.

LACKGROUND INFORMATION:

During the past century, for the first time in Ch, r!cor(!cd history

of mankind, a spectacular and rapid growth in population has occurred.

This rapid growth is not due to a rapid increase in the birth Les. Tt

can be attributed primarily to a rapid decrease in death rates. Advances

in technology (especially medical technology) and improvunents
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of living during this time period have made it possible to introduce

quick contrrls of death rates on a large scale. Often birth rates

have not sh-sArn a corresponding decline. In fact, i r develupiee

countries the birth rate has remained high. The result has been a

dramatic increase in population size.

In today's class session, the students will evaluate differences

in the patterns of the demographic transition between developed western

societies and developing countries (see Episode I for a review of the

demographic transition). In addition, the students will investigate

same of the reasons for this population increase, the consequences

of the increase, and the attitude of the population toward the intro-

duction of technology into a country to reduce fertilitv and vortality

rate.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED:

-Class copies of springboard #1 (Mauritius: A Case Study)
_Cassette recorder and tape VIII-3 (Mauritius: A Case Study)
-Class copies of springboard #2 (Demographic Transition)
-Magazines, newspapers
_Medium size oonstruction paper for collage.
..Glue

-Scissors
..Crayons

PRDCECURES:

L. Yesterday the students found out that different nations (I.e., the

United States and Sri Lanka) have different rates of population ,thanye.

In today'-_, session the students will be introduced to one of the major

causes of rapid population change In developing countries today.
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Springboard #1 (Mauritius: A Case study) deals with the infusion

of medical technology by developed countries into developing countries

and the consequences of this infusion for the population Changes of

the latter. It should be read silently while the students listen to a

recording of it on the cassette tape recorder. The following goes: ions

could serve as a focus for class discussion.

WHAT DO YOU MINK?

1. List at least five "developed" and five "developing" countries.
What are score of the differences between deve-oping and
developed countries?

2. Is Mauritius a "developed" or a "developing" country? What
information can you get About it? Explain.

3. Which country prchably has the highest death rate today,
Mauritius or the ul,-ted States? Why do you think so? Which
country probably had the fastest decline in its death rate,
Mauritius or the United States? Explain.

4. In Mauritius, before 1940, the chances of surviving to adult-
hood, let alone a "ripe old age", were quite slim. Considering
this, if you were living in Mauritius at that time, hew many
Children would ycu want to be born into your family? Explain.

5. After the chances of survival improved greatly Mauritius,
do you think people would still want as many Ohildren to be
born ten years later? (BemeMber, the values of a whole society
usually take a long time to change).

6. DD you think it would be easier to reduce the birth rate
or the death rate in a country? Explain.

7. How can a country it down on deaths? (Refer to the ways
Mauritius cut its death rate).

8. If the number of deaths decreased, but the number of births
remained same as before, what wculd happen to the popula-

tion? Hop/might this affect the population?

9 Should a developed ooantry introduce technology into d developinu
country that would drastically reduce its death rate in a short
period of time? Explain.
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II. Pollowing the above discussion, each student should be given a copy

of springboard #21 (Ttie Demographic Transition). Each student should

label the graphs as representing either a developing country (Mauritius)

or a developed country (Sweden). abe teacher should review the graphs

with the students to make sure they can read them. Following this,

each student should write an explanation for his response. (Graph A

represents a developed country; Graph B represents=a developing country) .

WHAT CO YOU THINK?

1. Do you think the people of Mauritius were prepared economically
and socially to cope with the sudden Change in population?
'How would you feel if you had been living there?

2. What kind of problems do you think Mauritius had to face
bebause of the rapid population growth?

3. How might it have affected the farm land and sugar fields?

4. Do you think the death rate should have been reduced so quickly?
Why or why not?

5. While they were trying to cope with the problem of rapid popu-
lation increase the people of Mauritius were hit by a vry
destructive hurricane in the 1960's. What might a natural
disaster like this do to the situation?

6. What difference does it make to you and your fanuly whether or
not Mauritius' population increases or decreases? Explain.

III. The following ootional activities could servo as a means of evaluating
4

student comprehension of the problems faced by developing countries toddy.

A. A class debate could be developed using the following issue:

Should the United States government introduce technology into

a developing country (Mauritius or any other country of int2rest)

theit would drastically reduce its death rate in a short period

28
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of time? Students should be organized into bap groups.

Following the debate, each student could write a paper

taking a positiOn with one of the sides of the issue,

explaining why he agrees with one point of view and disagrees

with the other. In addition, based on their own readings

the students should point out weaknesses and strengths in

the arguments.

B. The students should be given magazines, newspapers, etc., pro-

vided either by the teacher or the students, themselves,

and they should be asked to make a collage of materials with

two themes. The first theme Should Show consequences of rapid

population increase and over-population, and the second theme

should show the effects of slowing down population increase

and avoiding over-population. This activity could be done

in groups. The collage could consist of pictures, words,

and slogans, including the students' awn drawings or writings.

A collection of fourteen slides of a collage is included in

the media kit (VIII-3). These slides may be Shown to the

students before they begin their own oollapes to provide direc-

tion. Tn addition, they may be Shown P"er the students complete

their collages for comparative purposes. The student who devel-

oped the collage in the slides used the eastern ,symbol of "yin

and yang" to show the close relationship that exists between the

two opposing forces of population change population increase

and populatacu decrease.

29
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Threui.heet history develcoin.; ccentries have haa e_,e

rates. anseceently they have develcted sccial custems whieh
...eath. rates. For example, if a family WELlta:2, to have two sons to Tr -..w up

t3 adulthood, tney mi:ht ha .'c six or seven children in order to incras-I
the chances ti-at tin would survive childhccd. Thus, the birth rat:

high. reli,_Tious doctrines, laws, ousters, 7arriac,e patterns and erluee,-
ticen systems wculd encourage large fa:-' es.

11 countries value life. Consequently any teohnolocy or inno-7at_en
introduced into a society to reduce it death rate is readili ace2ete-].
his haopens, ho.ever, zecnle do not real.'._ :: chance their laws 2rd

Wh1Ch support a :sir:: -oirth rate. Consecuehtly, ra-id population Tromth ocoe_s
since more children enter adalthood, and people live longer.

Cradually, people berin tc chanme their aeteou'ee about size!.

For exarole, as a familv realizes that most of its Children are live to

becGme adults, they might realize that they do not need to have six Children
in order tc insure that tmc became adults. Thus, the birth rats is reduced
until it is as lc as the death rate. In the western world, it took ao-
proximatel.: 150 years for the transition to take -Place.

f)nce discoveries were made which reduced the death rate, it was pc s.::
for other countries to use tImmurithout going through the sam process.
proved sanitation, increased food supply, medical technologies and iner,:s:,
standards of living could be introduced into developinc countries in a sh:re
period of time. A good examnia of this is what happened in Mauritius.

:.!auritius is a seal_ island in the Indian Ocean, 3601.1t 300 males east
of nadaoascar. It is 39 miles long and 29 miles wide - about half as oig
as Pt-lode Island, but has almost twice as -1.any people as tnat state. The
total population of :',:auritius is 773,573. The average annual ircnr,=, for
each person in :Iauritius is only S225. The inland was fcr-ed by volc-Inc.I.s.

Me eruptions left the island covered with rocks and lava which the fa=ler:-_,
have to clear before they can plant crops. The land slones gently up.i:ef'
from the coast to a plateau. eastern slope of this alateau is b1.2ssc:.
with abundant rainfall. Sometimes, the island suffers frog.: disastroue 1-=-
ricanes which leave many people without 'names and ruin the crops.
cf :lauritius is covered with sugar cane fields. Sugar rare is the
chief eecort. (It brinas in 97t. of the ex...Dr..t

71o:zs tA'o-t:-Li.rds of all the ',,r,r'4..er.s. The far,-ers also crn-x.

Almost all or the islar.d's (such aD rice, meat, raaurn, wheat, o.e,,r;
has to be imported.
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A MANGE F3P

:,hot happened to tie population when redical discoveries of Weste271
E=pe were ";mported" to Mauritius? The people of lauritius suffered '-
e7idemics of malaria. In 1945 there were 3,500 deaths due to rr.caril
in this tiny island. TI..en, the insecticide DDT was brought in frcn the

',:es tern European countries. DDT destroyed the mosmaito which caused th_.
disease. As a result, 10 years later there were, virtually, no deaths d:-1
r.71aria in Mauritius. Th4-..- death rate fell sharply from 36 per thous &n: ln

1941 to 20 per 1,000 in 1947. In 8 years the life expectanc,. (the number
of :ears people arc; expected to live) of the people of :lauritius rose ffn7
years to 51 years. This same dm :ge took 125 years to achieve in Sweden.
This is just one dramatic example of the rapid fall in death rates in dr,7:.:1-
aping countries.

Adapted from: Encyclopaedia Braannaca4
Vol. 14, Chicago: William Benton,
Publisher, 1973. p. 1129-113:).

also from: Calvin Coldschei:ler, P-7)-17,

lation, Modernization and Soclal----
Structure. Boston: Little, Erzwn
COmpany, 1971. p. 115.
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Springbo.trd #2

Study the two graphs.
One represents the
Eitfrographic Transi-
tion in a clevelorx?,d
wunt ry and one repre-
sents the Watographic
Transition in a cbve-
loping countiy. Circle
the appropriate woni be-
neath the graph to indi-
cate %illicit tr.e. of
count)", the graph repro-
sents. Ext., lain in
writin(r t ih vou answered
the way x.'t',U

Annual Vi to I Pates
(Pcr 1000 Population) A. (Per 1000 Popuhltion) B.
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To explain the relationship between resources and consumption, and to
examine the effects of population growth on resource consumption.

OBJECTIVES:

1. The student will critically analyze two sides of a debate On
the world's resources and food consumption.

2. The student will state possible solutions to avoid a crisis
in the availability of resources; the student will discuss
possible obstacles to these solutions, and problems whidh might
result from the solutions themselves.

3. Given a hypothetical country, with a rapid rate of population
growth, the student will discuss possible methods of meeting
the increased demands placed on the society.

HYPOTHESES:

1. If the resources within a country do not .increase as rapidly
as the consumption of resources by the population, then a
crisis of shortages may result.

2. If a population increases, then consumption of vital resources
may also tend to increase.

3. As a country becomes more developed, its people will want to con-
sume mare, and a greater need for resources will result.

4. If the resources available are less than the minimum amount
needed to sustain life, then the country will be required to
import resources; if the country is unable to import essential
resources, then the death rate may increase.

BACXGROUNTDRIFORiATION:

The past few decades have been years of rapid growth in technology,

in food production (known as the Green Revolutic.n), and in energy pro-

duction. Synthetic products and new and faster ways of-obtaining the

world's resources, such as minerals, have been discovered and used. But

the population, too, has been growing very rapidly and the question facing
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the world today is how long food and energy can keep up with the in-

crease in population, before the supply of basic resources is depleted.

TWo-thirds of the world's population already does not have enough

nutritious. food. Many people argue that if the population ur the world

continues to grow at the present rate it will become impossible to

support the population and the death rate will rise drastically.

Some experts feel that technology can make it possible to increase

the amount of food and other resources available to supply the needs

of the people for same years to come. Others, harever, feel that a

crisis is just Around the corner because the population will increase

much faster than the production of food, energy, fuel, minerals and other

resources, and because producing more things rapidly will deplete the

resources of our environment.

ilATERIALS NEEDED:

,.Class copies of springbaord #1 (Will Mere Be A Food Crisis?)
..Class copies of springboard #2 (The Island of G-_igamesia)

PROCEDJPES:

I. Today's class session should begin by having each student mad

springboard #1 (Will There Be A Food Crisis?) while listening to cas-

sette recording VIII-4. This springboard presents surf- of the argu-

ments of those who say a crisis in resources is imminent and those who

say it is not. The followincs questions _could be used to Promote a

discussion on the material:

35
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WHAr CO YOU THINK?

1. Have you ever been hungry? Flow does it feel to be really
hungry? What new kinds of food do you think we might be
able to find or invent so that people will not have to 7o
hungry in the near future?

2. What would happen to the death rate of the world if our
resources do not increase rapidly enough to meet our
minimum basic needs? How might population growth be af-
fected? Explain.

3. Are there any large areas in the world that are uncultivated?
Where are they? Could we grow food in these areas? What
obstacles might we have to face if we were to grow food there?

4. The U. S. can produce more food than that needed to meet our
basic needs. Should we crow more food and give It to other
countries? Why or why not?

J. Under what conditions should we give food to other countries?
Discus-.

6. The U. S., which has 6% of the world's population, consunes
over 50% of the world's mineral resournes. Do you think we
should reduce the demand for goods so we can 'consume less?
Why or why not? How might this be done?

7. If the U. S. did slow down its economic development, would
there be any problemF created for the country? How might this
affect you and your family?

8. Debate Topic: Will the United Stares face a crisis in resounus
in the next twenty-five years or will technology be able by
provide the resources needed to sustain the present level of
consumption in the U. S.?

II. Following the class discussion the class should divide into

four groups of equal size. The students should be given a co,w of

springboard #2 (The Island of Gilgamesia) . Each group should be as-

signed to one area:

a. The urb area including the industry.
b. The fa land, most of which is cultivated with food

ing crops.

36
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c. The tinter land.
d. The lakes, rivers, and ocean, including the fishing indus-

try and the water supply for the people and the farms.

Each group should discuss how they could increase the population

in their area to supply the demand of the fast growing population. Each

group should write or illustrate their proposals for the entire class.

After the students have written their proposals, each group should

orally report to the class. It is essential to the effectiveness of

this activity that, following the reports, the class discuss and question

each other's proposals and examine the consequences of each proposal.

For example, if the people in charge o, Jhe farmland decide tr, use

pesticides and fertilizers to improve crops, the people in Charge of

he water supply could point out the risk of polluting the water by the

use of too much fertilizers or pesticides. The class should try to arrive

at a plan which each group supports. The idea that population growth

in only one of several factors contributing to potential shortages of

resources should be stressed.

37
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T: :t" r-F. SE A Fri.OD CRS I.

VI-m7 A:

People who sal' are rannin7 out of food are

lock at tre facers. rood .production has increased

decade. This "Green Pevolutirn" has ta.,..en Ln both the n_c_.h.:Ir a: ,1

the occrer ccuntries. ::ew varieties of seeds, i_)estioic.'es

have 1,--,en developed which can increase c. s of fax-. a now

straLn of super -rice has been developed which can feed :Tore 1:ecol2

with richer nutritional value than ever thoucht ZHentists

an_ working to de'ielop similar --)roducts in rany couni--1,?.s on the e-artil.

:lany new area., and sources of food can be found. The ocean. fars

a source of food which hasn't even begun to be developed. By desalinating

ocean water, critical water shortaces can be avoided. New sources of

enerTy can be ?Induced frcr the sun and try atomic pc...r. The earth

still many reserves of cal, oil and gas whit can be used if new

r_echr.i:rues of minina are dewloped. Finelly, there is much food aoinc-

to waste. For axle, every year Irericans use tons of tuna fish in

pet foods. If food was manaced better to 2.-.;oid waste, T,Nr- would not

need to fear a shortaae. that is needed to avoid a food. crisis is a

better use of the resources we already have. Technology will -:rovide

the ar.s...ers to t:ne questions we have just as it has done in the past.

View E:

I think that the world is in the middle of a serious

The problan is sirple. The population of to v.rorld is grv.,ring so

that there is not enough food to feed everyone. It is true tha.': rif:w
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such as t.1-1 s2-c211o7

sur-:ice ..7cre rice_ cr. a

-we a:1,11f: before. f3rzu3tov, the

ea:L 7-cre fertilizer to crow than

WE? a Tuick rrJx. cut c Cal'S r

-4- Therefore, -e ca.:not comt on t.:-.13 s--e: C:2:7- a-

acv cecole feel that- si-Toly need to it rt:

areas .

worst, such as Africa ar.,a is 1-.--1

:c cf Africz. is cesert a.Y t size of t SEC:

growlng. In man': ::.,arts of Africa it has not

hi;ndr.ads of 1oUsans cf ?ec-ole have alrDa,::-

diffi't to L--,,--rove_ the

"DPoLe 17, not tr....1st

iijtonai ways, t-:ey erc ncz 7.---

.7%nother oole- is that '.cc r_:_strLtee

tre Arld. si;.:

constr'f2 .o,.-3r fifty (51l4-,) ohe

r,E.'")1.1r0.25. Az t1-2:2 tea:halali in other clountries popu

cou.ntries ecin to 'ono'.-7-o 7.r,ro

is a in.it to the ar-ount cons.,zliot_Lor. that fry.2 ,crL:

Hun:ire:as t:-..ousarlds cf alreadl- diet.: ot

1973-74. Unless -%le. 1zit th rat.e -.....-

;atterns of (....,--,ns-Li77tior. the foca crisis i. -Tow th ,o,crsa.

little tirre left to 7:re,:ent this crisis.
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(4. ate of your c.:las=.aoes:'



Iclamesia is an island that i 85 miles long zgul---45 miles wide. it has one major city where nx-)st
of !01_111,tt ion-1 i tn,s . 71,1,? 4xy)1,1 ation consst-s of 5':-,,000 reople and has an annual rate of increase
of neatiq that_ ovcr 1,100 teople are added to the population each year.
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THE

ou are a cozen of the Islaad of Gilarresi.a. your has a

seri:us proble.7 z'ue to its ratid :Peculation growth not motc;c'Jed

troduction of food and other supplies. The clover= of the island anTi

a-te feu:: :;routs to stud-..- the peculation 77,r,-11-1-,. Each -c:u7:

to develop a plan fcr solving the problem to LecorrcnH to the gcA;erncr.

?are z to keel the folloNinc points in mind as you :evelot cur plan:

a. Would your plan create envirollentai -preblem.s water pcliut:on,
air 7pollution, or soil erosion?

Do yo,.: thin:: it would be better for the plat'on if your uooa
were increased (or decreased) in sLze? If So, dr new ..)oundax.i.

on the map and. explain Ntly.you thirk it is better.

c. Rame7her: those grouts in charge of the other or-as are 7.31.
Changes, too. Try to thinc of the in teractasns bet_een aocc :s
which rifl be of mutual benefit.

I. Cur (Lyup is in chz-rce of makinc decisions about the area of

. (urban area, farm land, timber land, .

II. If the poT.:ulation :"Ilgamesia continues to grow as rabidly as it

is now growing, at least three probleiTs to be resolved b- our (-717-:un

a.

b.

C.

III. in order to resolve the prdblers stated a:Deve we recerrend

lcwinc
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GOAL:

To develop conceptual understanding of the "dependent age group" and

the "productive age group" of a population; and to examine what ef-

fects the relative proportions of each have on the socio-political

structure of a society.

OBJDCTIVES:

1. The student will construct ar age-sex pyramid for the U. S.

for 1970.

2. The student will examine how the age composition of a society
affects many non-demographic policies of that society.

3. The student will examine how non-demographic factors (such
as war) affect the age composition of a society.

HYPOTIESTS:

1. If the number of thos9 in the dependent age group greatly
exceeds the number ol those in the productive age group,
then it might be difficult to meet the economic needs
of the entire society.

2. If the birth rate decielses, then the percentage of those in
the early dependent ager will tend to decrease resulting in an
increase in Cif> perc. stage of the population in the productive

ages.

3. If the age structure (f. 1 country changes drastically it will

tend to cause corresponding changes in social policies.
(Example - if the number of children increases greatly, more
funds will be need& for eircaticr:).

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:

The age of a population has an important effect on the society. If

most of the population is very young then the few adults in the population

have to support the many youngsters. The same is true if many are too

old to work. Those who are too young or too old to work are said to be

in "the dependent age group". Those adults who can work are said to be
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in the "productive aye group". In same developing countries over

half of the population is "dependent". Since these countries have not

reached the stage of "mass production" of goods it is very difficult

for the few adults to produce enough for the entire population. It is

helpful to know has many people there are in different age groups compared

to the other age grouts and the total population in making decisions about

social, economic and political programs for a country. These ratios are

frequently represented in an "age pyramid." An age pyramid Shows

graphically the percentage of a population in each age group by sex.

"A country with a recent history of high fertility has an age

structure resembling a broad-based pyramid that rests on the youngest

age groups and steeply tapers to a point at the oldest age groups. By

contrast, a country with a history of low fertility has an age structure

that yields an almost rectangular appearance in moving up flan the base

of the youngest to oldest age groups. Wars and other phenomena that

produce temporary fluctuations fro m the secular trend result in slight

irregularities in the sides. In the high-fertility situation, there are

always more people in the next lower age hand. In the low-fertility

situation, the adjacent numbers are roughly cNuivalent, lending a certai

demographic stability to the social structure."*

MATERIALS NEEDED:

..Class copies of springboard #1 (U. S. Afle-Sex Pyramid)

..Class copies of springboard #2 (Age Pyramids for Two CountrLs)

..Class copies of springboard #3 (Budget Worksheet)

..Transparencies of U. S. Age-Sex Pyramid

..Transparency of Age-Sex Pyramid for No Countries

*Taken from: reports on Family Planning/Population, #15, January,
1974. p. 12.
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Page Three

PFCCEDUPES:

I. An acre pyramid is an easy way of discovering chat percentage of a

population is in each age group for both males and females. The students

will begin this class session by drawing an age-sex pyramid for the

United States based on 1970 census data. A dhart concerning the percent-

age of the population in eadh age group by sex is provided.

Age Group % Males % Females

0-4 4.3 4.1

5-9 5.0 4.A

10-14 5.2 5.0

etc. 1

The students Should begin at the bottom of the pyramid by trans-

ferring the data for the 0-4 age group. A transparency is included so

the teacher can demonstrate the procedure.

rIMO ONO OEN

25-29

20-24

15-19

10-14

5-9

0-4

. . 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . .

Since 4.3 percent of the population are males in the 0-4 age

group, the students should draw a horizontal bar for the 0-4 year males

its 4 6



Page Four

extending as far as the app opriate percentage. The sane process should

be followed for the female side until the pyramid 1, completed for the

75 and over age group. Each step-like horizontal bar represents an age

group, of that sex. The complete pyramid should look similar to the

transparency given for the U. S. As an added touch the students could

illustrate each bar of the pyramid with faces representing people of

that particular age group. As a class project sore of the students

may wish to work together on making an enlargement of this age-sex

pyramid and fill in each bar with pictures from magazines of people

of each age group. (For example, the bottom bar, 0-4 years would be

filled in with four and one-third pictures of babies, with one baby.

representing each percentage of the population).

When the students have completed their pyramads, the teacher

Should ask the students a few questions to insure that they can read

the pyramid:

Why are some bars longer than others? Shorter?

What percentage of the population are males between 15-19?
What percentage of the population are females over 75?
What percentage of the population are females between 50-54?

II. Once it has been established that the students can read an age-sex

pyremid, springboard #2 (Age Pyramids for Two Countries) should be given

to each student. A transparency is provided to facilitate class dis-

cussion. The following questions may serve as a framemwork for th( dis-

cussicn.
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WHAT DD YOU THINK?

1. What is a dependent? What is it like to be dependent on
another person? Which groups of people in a country tend to be
dependent on others?

2. Whidh country has more young people? (ages 0-15 years). This
country will have to produce more of certain things needed
particularly by young people. Can you name some? WhiCh of
these things do you feel are very necessary and important
for young people to have?

3. Which country has more elderly people (ages 60 and over)? What
important things will society have to provide more of for these
elderly people?

4. If there was a war, which part of the given Chart is most likely
to be affected first? What would it mean to that country to
have a change in the percentage of people in that grasp? What
might the new pyramid (immediately after the wary look like?
What other things might change the appearance of the pyramid?

5. If a country had only 40% of its population in the 15-60 age
group (the productive ages) what could be done to raise this
percentage? (Example - they could either have people in that
age group immigrate from other countries or decrease the number
of people in the 0-15 age group by decreasing the number of
births. This will have the effect of increasing the proportion
of people in the '15-60 age group without actually increasing
the number of people) .

OPTIONAL ACTIVITY:

It is evident that the age structure of a country influences the

policies of the government. For example,_if there are many more young

People than elderly people the gnvernment may want to spend much more

oft education than on "

Divide the stuOents into groups. Each group will be the "budget

committee" for the following two hypothetical countries wi'j, their

respective aae structures.
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IKCNUK:

55% of the population is 0-15 years old
43% of the population is 15-60 years old
2% of the population is over 60 years old

BAS LAM:

30% of the population is 0-15 years old
60% of the population is 15-60 years old
10% of the population is over 60 years old

Each country has 100 million dollars to distribute. Use the work-

Sheet to show haw you would distribute the money. How many million

dollars woad you give to each concern? Each group should coopvn their

own budgets for the two countries and explain to the class why they

decided to distribute the money the way they did.

49
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U.S Ace-Sex - 1.97'

Ace by Years
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60-64

55-59
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35-39

30-34

25-29
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U.S. Aae-Sex pyraril:. Data

1970

Aae Gm
Percentage of

Male
Pooulatior

Percentage of
Female

Pot,Illaticn

0-4 4.3 4.1

5-9 5.0 4.8

10-14 5.2 5.0

15-19 4.8 4.7

20-24 3.3 4.1

25-29 3.2 3.4

30-34 2.8 2.9

35-39 2.7 2.8

40-44 2.9 3.0

45-49 2.9 3.1

50-54 2.6 2.8

55-59 2.3 2.6

60-64 2.0 2.3

65-69 1.6 1.3

70-74 1.1 1.5

75+ 1.5 2.3

TOTPL 48.7% 51.-1'..

1001;
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S-=',r:nc:board

BUY;ET WCP:SHEFT

A /a; a_:? OE 7-1 TM\SUFZ Ca-24.1= Yrt7C 72 NTITI IT IS ya:p

CECIDE H i ITC E; YOUR 001,7.= WILL B. LDTElt NEXT YE,\R.

IOU CAN SIDELv.E A G??.:7D TCTAL OF $100-,000,000.00. t-TFITE YOUR BLDGEr2

FOR1 BELOW.

Research and Develonmenz in
Agriculture

Research and DeveluLent in Industry

Education - Elementa,:y

Secondi,ry

College ..

Fcr Large Families

Housinci For Small Families

For Elderly Families

Arcunt of Money Given
For Expenditures

BAZU7T,A IA\ID

Health and Welfare

Labor Department

Occabational Safety Commission

Social Security and :clicare for the
Elderly

Environmental Protection Agency

TOTAL
(Should be 100 million
for each country)

...
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